Survival of DA neurons is independent of CREM upregulation in absence of CREB.
cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) and the related factors CREM (cAMP response element modulator) and ATF1 (activation transcription factor 1) are bZIP-domain-containing transcription factors activated through cAMP and other signaling pathways. The disruption of CREB function in developing and mature neurons affects their development and survival when associated with loss of CREM. Since dopaminergic (DA) neurons are affected in several neurological diseases, we generated CREB conditional mutants in DA neurons by using a newly generated transgenic Cre line targeting the dopaminergic system (DATCre). Here we report the generation and analysis of mutant mice lacking CREB in DA neurons (CREB(DATCre) mutants). During adulthood, lack of CREB leads to a partial loss of DA neurons. Since CREM is upregulated in absence of CREB, we have introduced this mutation in a CREM-/- genetic background to assess a compensatory role of CREM. Additional inactivation of CREM does not lead to a more severe phenotype.